According to Routledge [l], every g.r. (general recursive) function of one variable can be expressed as g(<£(a)). Here </>(a) is a p.r.
Proof of the Conjecture.
Let <piiy, a) and <p2iy, a, b) be two enumerating functions of p.r. functions of one variable and two variables respectively [2] . Let r(a, b, c, d, e), nia), r2(a), r3(a), r4(a), r6(a) be six p.r. functions such that for any five given numbers a, b, c, d, e, a unique number x exists so that ri(x) =a, r2(x) =b, t3(x) =c,t4Íx) =d, r6(x)=e and r(a, b, c, d, e)=x. (These functions can be constructed readily by using the p.r. functions o-(a, b), ai(a), <r2(a) as defined by Peter [3] .) Now, let a g.r. function i^(a) be constructed as follows:
The first step. Put \K0) = 0.
The ip + l)th step ip>0 We shall determine a number x from this segment and then use this number for the evaluation of \pip). Let x be the least number y not being used at the previous steps, such that y satisfies the conditions:
It is noted that this number x can always be found. For, obviously there exists a number u* such that the p.r. function <piiu*, a) has the property <?iiu*, a,) = a,_i for i = 1, • • • , r; then the expression t(öo, I, s, t, u*) with /, s, t as parameters gives infinitely many numbers all satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii) when one of the parameters, say, I runs over all the natural numbers. We use the number x to define a partial recursive function &(a) by
g(a) = <p2(Tiix), a, giviiriix), a))), for a ^ n(x).
Since p = ar and x satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii), then it is seen that the value of kia) for a = p is uniquely determined by the above equations and can be evaluated in a finite number of steps.
Since there are Trip) w.o. segments of rank p, then we can determine Trip) numbers xp,i, • ■ ■ , xP,T and then use them to define Trip) partial recursive functions kP,iia), • • • , kp,^ia) respectively in a similar way as described above. To conclude this step, we let Up) = 1 + kp,iip) + ■ ■ • + kp,"(p).
The function i^(a) as constructed above is effectively calculable for each argument a and consequently ^(a) is a g.r. function. (See, for example, [4] .)
Let <b(a) be any p.r. function and g(a) be any function defined at the beginning of this note. A number w is called a favorable argument of the function<£(g(a)), if for any number i >0, b*iw) <w, if 5{(w) <w. We shall show in the following that there are infinitely many such favorable arguments and among them there is at least one argument for which ^(a) ¿¿(frigia)).
Given any natural number q, we find the number k such that q is the &th element in the ordering -<. Find the greatest number z among the first k elements in the ordering ■< and again find the greatest number w among the (fc-f-l)th, • • • , (&+z + 2)th elements in the ordering •<. If ■<, the well-ordering of type w, is constructively given, the numbers k, z and also w can be actually found. It can be easily verified that q<w, n<w and that for any y, y<w, if y<w. Since 5(a) <a for a^n, then for any *>0, 5'(to) <w, if 5'(w) <w. Consequently w is a favorable argument of (frigia)). Since w is greater than the arbitrarily given number q, then the number of such favorable arguments is infinite.
We find three numbers s, t, u, such that cpi(s, a) =(fria), <p2it, a, b) = A(a, b) and <piiu, a)=5(a).
Let x0=t(w, m, s, t, u). Suppose w be any favorable argument of <^> (g(a) ). Since « is the first element in the ordering <, we can find a number r which is the least number i such that 5'iw) =n. Then the sequence 5r(w), • • • , biw), w is a w.o. segment of rank w with its initial term ôriw) = n. Denote this w.o. segment by a0, • • • , ar. Then we have Ti(x0)=« = ao and 5(a¿) = ^i(t6(xo), a¿)=a,_i for i=l,
• ■ ■ , r. Hence x0 satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii). According to the recipe for the construction of (a), the arbitrarily given favorable argument w has the property that if Xo is used neither at the (w + l)th step nor at any previous step, then there exists a number which is used at the (w-f-l)th step and is less than xq. Among the infinitely many favorable arguments we can find xo + 1 of them, say, Wi, ■ ■ • , wxsr¥i. It can not be that for every j (1 ^j = xo + l), x0 is used neither at the (wy + l)th step nor at any other step preceding to it. For if it were the case, there would be Xo + 1 distinct numbers all less than Xo. This is impossible. Hence there must be a step, say, the (p + l)th step (where ^some w¡) at which xo is used for the evaluation of 4*(P)-This number p is, of course, still a favorable argument of (frigia)).
